Taleo Process Steps for Student Job Applicants

Task Ownership Overview
Human Resources
approves and posts
requisition

Student creates a
candidate profile and
applies to any/all
vacancies of interest

HR moves applicants to
requisition into hiring
manager’s view

HR sends student
second pass details, if
required, and initiates
pre-employment/post
offer process

Student worker accepts
offer

HR reviews offer details
and electronically
extends offer to
candidate

Hiring manager reviews
applications, interviews
candidates, makes hiring
selection and verbally
offers position

Student completes post
offer/pre-employment
process

HR completes hire in
HCM Cloud

Student completes Form
W-4 and direct deposit
process in HCM Cloud

Hiring manager creates
requisition in Taleo and
submits for approval
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Hiring Manager Tasks

Obtains Approvals

Creates Requisition in Taleo

Selects Candidate to Fill Position

•To create a student employment position
•Verifies budget availability for the vacancy

•Submits the requisition for approval: TIP: if the submit
button in the requisition is not clicked, the requisition will
remain in draft status and the approval process will not be
initiated
•Selects required approvers for the requisition, as per
divisional preferences

•Reviews applications
•Selects candidates for interview
•Completes interviews
•Makes hiring selections
•Creates offer letter in Taleo for approval by authorized
party (typically an administrator or business unit head)
•Extends verbal offer, along with Taleo generated written
offer to candidate of choice
•Confirms work schedule with new student employee
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Office of Human Resources Tasks

Requisition is
initiated

• Reviews, approves
and posts requisition

Moves
candidates
into hiring
manager’s
view

After
candidate
selection is
made:

Completes
hire in HCM
Cloud

• Initiates post
offer/preemployment
processes
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Job Applicant Tasks

Accepts job offer in
Taleo
Creates a profile in
Taleo

Applies to all positions
of interest

•Verifies that legal name is
on the requisition record

Logs into HCM Cloud

Begins work assignment

•Completes Form W-4
•Enters direct deposit
account data

•Submits hours in HCM Cloud

•First time TCNJ hires ONLY
•Enters birthdate and Social
Security number
•Completes required I-9
steps
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